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Our Latest Introductions



proudly 100%
employee owned

We're in the business of gardening because it nourishes the
body, elevates the spirit, builds community, and makes the
world a better place. 

For 40 years, our design & development team has been 
listening to our customers and solving gardening problems in 
creative ways. Thanks to them, many of our products can't be 
found anywhere else!

We donate 8% of our company profits to programs and 
organizations that are using gardening to improve the world.



Compost plus,
organic raised bed 
potting mix & organic
container tomato mix

Supercharge your raised bed and
container growing with these compost-
heavy, nutrient- and mineral-rich soil
mixes created in partnership with our
favorite local soil virtuosos, Vermont
Compost Company.



Elevated Bamboo
Tomato Planter &
Trellis

Great for determinate tomatoes, eggplant,
and peppers, this sturdy and sustainable
planter and trellis combo is made with
all-natural materials, including bamboo,
hemp, and coir. The 12” planting depth
and 25-quart soil capacity is perfect for 
 patio and balcony growing.



Tomato 6-Pack
Support

Sturdy, stylish, and sustainable,
this massive bamboo structure has
room for 6 full-size indeterminate
tomato plants, providing helpful
support and airflow while they
grow. It’s also perfect for peppers,
eggplant, and tomatillos.



Bamboo Tomato
Cages, Set of 3

Give determinate tomatoes
unwavering support, with 3 strong
and sturdy cages made from
sustainable bamboo. Beautiful in
their simplicity, these cages let the
vibrant reds and greens of your 
 tomato plants take center stage.



Sturdy and sustainable
supports for vining veggies and
flowers! The Bamboo A-Frame
is a great pick-me-up for
cucumbers, reducing disease
and growing more perfect fruits.
Lined with sweet peas or
clematis, the Bamboo Zigzag 
 Trellis creates privacy and
beauty.

Bamboo A-Frame  
Support & 
 Bamboo Zigzag
Trellis



Poppy Sways,
Set of 5

Eye-catching decorative stakes add
color and movement to your yard.
Simple and simply charming, this set
of 5 Poppy Sways animate your
garden with motion and light,
providing a focal point for your
landscape, reflecting the sun’s rays
and gently swaying in the wind.
Available in Red or Copper finishes.



Gardener's
Puddle-Proof
Tote & Cross
Body Tool Bag
Skip the extra trips to the shed
and stylishly keep essential tools
by your side. Our customer-
favorite Puddle-Proof Totes and
Cross-Body Tool Bags (sold
separately) are now available in
vibrant Teal!



Available in 2 styles, these
Butterfly or Dragonfly stakes
gently sway in the wind and
reflect the sun’s rays, naturally
discouraging birds, while
adding dynamic elements of
movement and light to your
garden.

Flutterer
Garden Stake



Big, bold, and beautiful, this
oversized watering can holds
more than 3 gallons — and is
only available in the U.S.
through Gardener’s Supply!
Lightweight but durable, this
garden helper is made from
freeze-resistant, UV-resistant,
BPA-free plastic.

Bama®
Watering Can



Lifetime
Watering Wand

Something this beautiful seems like
it should be in a museum rather
than a garden shed! This gorgeously
detailed, lifetime-guaranteed
watering wand blends heirloom
quality with everyday usefulness.
Plus, it’s 100% drinking water safe
and 100% made in the USA.



Spina Salad
Spinner &
Colander

Looking for an easier way to clean
your greens? Give this award-
winning kitchen helper a spin! This
innovative all-in-one colander
rinses, strains, and spin-dries right
in your sink for vibrant veggies,
pristine greens, brighter berries,
immaculate herbs, and generally
unsullied salads.



These decorative, oversized LED bulbs
have vintage looks and modern features.
Available in 3 retro-chic styles, sold
individually. Tapered: 16" H, Oval: 14" H,
Globe: 12" H. Includes remote with timer
and dimmer functions. 

Retro Essence™
Vintage LED Light
Bulbs



An heirloom-quality watering can fit for a
royal — and endorsed by the UK Royal
Horticultural Society! Crafted by Burgon &
Ball, the UK’s leading provider of gardening
essentials, these garden helpers, sold
separately, combine classic design and
superior durability. Medium holds 1.3
gallons, Large holds 2.4 gallons. 

Long Reach
Watering Can,
Medium & Large



This charming terracotta and glazed
ceramic amphibian abode is move-in
ready, providing a safe and convenient
habitat for local frogs and toads. Help
neighborhood hoppers hide from hawks,
shelter from storms and extreme heat,
and even hunker down through winter
months!

Frogilo Toad
House



Birds on Stones,
Set of 3

Every little thing is gonna be alright with
these three little birds perched on your
doorstep — or gathered in a garden bed or
flocking on a tabletop! Indoors or out, these
decorative, hand-painted birds add a touch
of color and homegrown whimsy.



Roman Mosaic
Stepping Stone

Inspired by classic Italian mosaic
patterns found in ancient Roman
ruins, these beautiful stepping
stones were designed with modern
convenience and safety in mind.
Made from textured recycled rubber
for increased traction. 



Starburst
Mosaic
Stepping Stone

Modeled after ancient mosaics, the
abstract starburst pattern on these
charming stepping stones combines
old-world simplicity with modern
design sensibility. Made from
durable recycled rubber with
textured tops to increase traction.



Hand-woven out of stylish,
sustainable bamboo, this set of
2 attractive and protective
garden cloches provides helpful
protection for seedlings and
young plants. Crafted from both
mature bamboo and young
green bamboo for a unique two-
color appearance.

Bamboo Cloche,
Set of 2



Tame those tangles with a hose
pot to helpfully hide and
organize up to 100 feet of
hose. A removable center post
makes coiling and uncoiling
easy, a secure lid extends
durability by protecting from
UV-damage, and drainage holes
keep things dry. Available in a
variety of styles and finishes.

Hammered
Copper &
Ribbed Hose
Pot with Lid



These whimsical linking stakes help
floppy flowers stand up straight! Connect
5 or more stakes into a stunning
surround, to prop up floppy coreopsis and
show off top-heavy peonies with
undulating scroll-like curves. Or string
together a dozen stakes to keep a whole
line of lilies from leaning.

Scroll Linking
Stakes, Set of 3



This feature-filled cutting board is a
must-have tool for the culinary
connoisseur in your life! In addition
to your usual slicing and dicing
capabilities, this cutting board
covers crushing, mixing, mashing,
grinding, and more, with a built-in
mortar and pestle, a recessed food-
prep compartment, and 2 knife
sharpeners.

Do-It-All Culinary
Cutting Board



Herb Bag (13" x 5.75")
Produce Bag (11" x 11")
Medium Wrap (11" x 10")
HexHugger™ Bowl Cover (14.5" x
14.5")

Reusable, plastic-free food storage. Cut
your own size with beeswax-free Vegan Roll
(52" L x 14" W). Or try a starter pack with
everything a gardener needs to preserve
the fruits (and vegetables) of their labor:

Bee's Wrap® Vegan
Roll & Gardener's
Bundle Gift Pack 



Lock Eat
Preserving Jar Set
Set of 3 airtight, freezer-safe jars covers the
basics of preserving, storing, and serving your
garden’s bounty. Includes: Food Jar (25.25 oz.),
Handy Jar (50.75 oz.), and  Juice Jar (34 oz.).

Lekue Pickling Set
This all-in-one kit lets you preserve your garden’s bounty by
fermenting your own healthy, delicious pickles!



For high resolution images, product
samples, and pricing please contact: 

Susan Elliot |
publicrelations@gardeners.com |
802.419.2306 
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